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Abstract 

Population growth, urbanization, globalization of human migration, consumerism; technical and 
information technology development - are just a few trends of the modern society that set challenges 
to transport geography.   

To meet growing market demands new technologies and services were developed. With the 
introduction of ISO containers shipping performance got a tremendous boost for development.  
Container standardization made it possible to unify transportation and transshipment technologies, to 
rationalize ship space utilization and develop sustainable logistic chains between countries and 
continents.  

Intermodal transportation is proven to be profitable and sustainable on the long distances, while on 
short distances road transportation is still more attractive and is continued to be used for high varieties 
of purposes. This master thesis is an attempt to show that intermodal transport may be successfully 
used for some special cases of short-distance transportation. One of these special cases is intermodal 
transportation from ports located in urban areas. 

The aim of this project was to analyze feasibility of the intermodal short distance transportation in 
regards to the port of Stockholm. For this purpose, the current logistic system of the port of Stockholm 
was analyzed and an intermodal system that can be used for the future port operation was evaluated.  

The goal of the case study conducted in the thesis was to understand how efficiency and 
environmental factors of port logistics network may be improved. To achieve these goals an extensive 
analysis was performed concerning current demand and flow distributions, available and proposed 
infrastructure in the region.   
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Sammanfattning 

Befolkningstillväxt, urbanisering, den mänskliga migrationens globalisering, konsumism, teknisk- och 
informationsteknologisk utveckling - är bara några trender i det moderna samhället som skapar 

utmaningar för transportgeografin.  

För att möta växande marknadskrav utvecklades nya tjänster och tekniker. Introduktionen av ISO 

containrar ledde till en betydande utveckling av interkontinentala sjöstransporter. Standardiseringen av 
containrar gjorde det möjligt att förena transport- och omlastningsteknik, rationalisera fartygets 
utrymmesanvändning och utveckla hållbara logistikkedjor mellan olika länder och kontinenter. 

Intermodala transporter har visat sig vara lönsamma och hållbara för längre transporter. Vägtransporter 

är däremot mer attraktiva för kortare avstånd och kommer att fortsätta användas till en mängd olika 
ändamål. Det här examensarbetet var ämnat att visa att intermodala transporter kan användas med 

framgång för vissa specialfall av korta transportsträckor. Ett av dessa specialfall är intermodala 
transporter från hamnar i stadsområden. 

Syftet med detta projekt har varit att analysera genomförbarheten av intermodala transporter på kortare 
avstånd med Stockholms hamn som utgångspunkt. För detta ändamål har det nuvarande 

logistiksystemet i Stockholms hamn analyserats och utvärderat ett intermodalt system som i framtiden 
skulle kunna användas i hamnen.  

Målet med den i avhandlingen genomförda fallstudien var att förstå hur effektivitet samt miljöfaktorer 

för hamnens logistiknätverk skulle kunna förbättras. För att uppnå dessa mål utfördes en omfattande 

analys med hänsyn till efterfrågan, flödesfördelning och tillgänglighet samt förslag till 

infrastrukturförändringar i regionen. 
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Terminology 

CESS - Cost-efficient small-scale intermodal terminal. The main idea of CESS terminal is to 
introduce a transshipment technology which would be able to handle small-flow demand in an 
efficient and cost-effective way [1]. 

Hinterland – a land space over which a transport terminal, such as port, sells its services and interacts 
with its clients [2] 

Unimodal transport - road transportation 

Multimodal transport –transportation where carriage of goods proceeded by at least two different 
modes of transport [3] 

Intermodal transport – is a particular type of multimodal transport, where goods are moved (in one 
and the same loading unit or a vehicle) by successive modes of transport without handling of the 
goods themselves when changing modes. Vehicle can be a road or rail vehicle or a vessel [3]. 

Combined transport – intermodal transportation where the major part of the European journey is 
made by rail, inland waterways or sea and any initial and/or final legs carried out by road are as short 
as possible [3].  

Siding –tracks branching off running tracks [3]. 

Transshipment – the operation when goods taken from one vehicle to another. Vehicle can be a road 
or rail vehicle or a vessel [3]. 

Haulage, drayage, road operation – transportation of goods by road vehicles 

Unit load - a single unit of an item that can be handled as a unit and maintain integrity. [4] In the 
paper is used as the synonym to ISO container. 

TEU – is a standard unit for counting containers of various capacities and for describing the capacities 
of container ships or terminals. One 20 foot ISO container equals to one TEU, one 30 foot container 
equals to 1,5 TEU, one 40 foot container is equal to two TEU, one 45 foot container is equal to 2,5 
TEU [3]. 

RoRo – loading/unloading handling of cargo through the vessel's doors/ramps by a wheeled means of 
conveyance [3]. 

LoLo – loading/unloading handling of cargo by the vessel's own derricks/cranes or by shore based 
cranes [3]. 
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1. Introduction 

The main aim of this thesis is to evaluate the feasible solution of intermodal distribution for ports 
located in the urban area regions. The paper is divided into two main parts – theoretical part and 
practical part. In the theoretical part the methodology and relevant literature revue was presented. 
The practical part is based on the case study of Swedish container goods distribution from the port of 
Stockholm to the urban Stockholm - Mälaren valley region.  

1.1. Background 

1.1.1. Port-hinterland-city problem 

Population growth, urbanization, globalization of human migration, consumerism; technical and 
information technology development - are just a few trends of the modern society that set challenges 
to transport geography.  Global transport networks need to cope with stable increase in traffic flows, 
stricter quality, speed and ecological requirements of transportation. 

To meet growing market demand new technologies and services were developed. With the 
introduction of ISO containers shipping performance got a tremendous boost for development.  
Container standardization made it possible to unify transportation and transshipment technologies, to 
rationalize ship space utilization and develop sustainable logistic chains between countries and 
continents.  

Moreover, for the last decades container-shipping business experienced the revolution in terms of 
vessel capacity incensement. Based on the information of one of the biggest shipping company [5] in 
20 years (from 1996 to 2015) cargo capacity of the container vessel increased in three times (from 
6 400 TEU to 18 400 TEU)1. With vessel size increment the maximum speed of transportation and 
amount of crew needed onboard remained the same (25 knots and 13 people), which result in 
significant per unit costs reduction. All these mentioned above resulted in economy of scale, efficiency 
and environment improvements in transportation. 

The next step in the container shipment chain is transshipment in the intermodal sea terminal. This 
step seems to be a bottleneck for the entire process. Most of the world’s ports are situated directly in 
the cities or in urban, densely populated areas.  Lack of space at the terminals, growing traffic, 
congestion, noise pollution and undesirable neighborhood for the nearby dwelling are considered as 
important problems with connection to the terminal facility.  

In addition seaports strongly depend on the hinterland they serve, infrastructure and type of goods 
handling, public policies and ecological restrictions. The existence of the modern urban area is 
impossible without large intermodal facilities (seaport in particular), but close neighborhood on the 
other hand is seemed as undesirable from the public and city planners point of views (not in my back 
yard policy).  In metropolitan area intermodal facilities are assumed to be the most space-extensive 
consumers of land and therefore are not in favor of the city authorities [6].  

If the seaport is located outside of the urban area – transportation and logistics problems arise. In 
average it results in the congestion incensement, competence for infrastructure with public transport 
which leads to the longer travel time, punctuality and transshipment price deterioration. 

                                                      
1 Comparison of K-class and Triple-E class Maersk vessels 
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1.1.2. Transportation in Sweden - an overview  

In terms of land Sweden is the fifth largest country in Europe2. The country stretches from north to 
south and has access to the Baltic Sea, the Gulf of Bothnia and has connection via Skagerrak and 
Kattegat with the North Sea. About 10% of the Swedish territory occupied by water bodies, which is a 
good stimuli for the development of inland waterway transportation. 

Besides physical characteristics of the country, geography of the transport networks depends on 
economic and social development peculiarities of the territory.  The average population density in 
Sweden is low, but not uniform (Figure 1). The majority of the population is concentrated in the south 
of the country, in Stockholm, Västra Gotland and Skåne counties. The three of the largest metropolitan 
areas – Stockholm, Goteborg and Malmö are located in these counties. As most of the major cities, 
enterprises and companies are concentrated in the southern part of Sweden - frequent and rapid 
communication between these regions is needed. At the same time, about half of the country (north 
and north-east) has a very low population density values and, consequently, less developed transport 
network, which causes irregularities in the network load.  

 

Figure 1. Population density and biggest localities (2012)  
Source: [7] 

Overall, road transportation plays the most important role in goods traffic in Sweden. Around 60% 
of all goods transported in Sweden are transported by this mode (Figure 2, c). The second place is 
occupied by maritime transport (31% of total turnover), with only 10% of goods handled by railway 
mode. Nation and international modal split considerably differ from the aggregated level of 
description. 

                                                      
2 After Russia (European part), Ukraine, France and Spain 
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Table 1. Biggest ports turnover (in 1 000 tons), 2009 

Ports Total turnover % from the total turnover 
Goteborg 38 934 24 
Brofjorden 19 893 12 
Trelleborg 10 211 6 
Malmö 9 274 6 
Luleå 6 462 4 
Helsingborg 6 585 4 
Karlshamn 5 798 4 
Oxelösund 4 248 3 
Gävle 4 340 3 
Stockholm 4 189 3 
Total 161 823 100 

Compiled according to: [8], [10] 
 

As it was stated previously, road mode is the dominant way of national cargo transportation in 
Sweden. The reason for it is the combination of several factors. The physical and economical 
geography peculiarities of the country result in the settlement and population density pattern, 
international and national trade flow distribution. The disproportion of production-consumption 
regions and disperse small cities settlement pattern create good conditions for transportation by road, 
and makes it difficult for the railway mode to compete with it. Traditionally it is considered that 
railway mode performs better for the long distance high volume cargo transportation. With new 
inexpensive non-Swedish road operators that have entered the market for the last few decades the 
competition for the railway mode decreased even further, despite the increment of fossil fuels prices. 
Poor condition of industrial trucks, higher road vehicle length and weight standards, railway 
deregulation policy and prioritization of railway passenger transportation add more to the reason why 
national road transportation for freight is dominating in Sweden.  

At the same time it is possible to influence the current cargo transportation mode split situation. The 
desire to create a sustainable cargo transportation network, reduce greenhouse gases, decrease traffic 
congestion especially in the urban areas may be taken into account as a reason for desired mode split 
changes.  

In order to evaluate and estimate the idea of intermodal transportation feasibility for the short and 
medium distances under the low demand situation, the case study for the port of Stockholm hinterland 
scenario analysis was conducted. 

1.1.3. Mälaren Valley. Cargo flows in the region 

For the case study analysis Mälaren Valley (Mälardalen) region as the hinterland for the port of  
Frihamnen (Stockholm) will be estimated. This term has no strict definition, but traditionally it stands 
for an area including Stockholm and its surroundings connected by the lake Mälaren. Geographically 
Mälaren Valley situated on the east part of Sweden and includes parts of the Stockholm, Södermalm, 

Örebro, Uppsala and Västermanland counties. This area is characterized as one the most densely 
populated and economical developed regions in Sweden. The region has high urbanization rate – 
several of the biggest Swedish cities are situated there (Greater Stockholm, Uppsala, Västerås, Örero, 

Södertälje and Eskilstuna). Mälaren Valley covers 34.5 thousands  km2  with 3.24 million inhabitants 
living there (30 % of Swedish population) [11].  
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Mälaren Valley region and Grater Stockholm area in particular experience high population growth, 
which in its term leads to traffic flows increment, growing of congestion and ecological problems with 
connection both to the public and cargo transport. Moreover the Greater Stockholm is the one of the 
biggest consumption, but not production area. As most of the agricultural and consumption products 
originate from the south of Sweden, the Mälaren Valley has a strong dependence on products cargo 
flows.  

Mälaren Valley has developed transport infrastructure. Roads E4, E18, E20, Stockholm Bypass and 
railroads Mälarbanen, Nynäsbanan, Ostkustbanen, Svealandsbanan, Västra stambanan connecting 
Stockholm with the region (Figure 6). Frihamnen, Kapellskär, Köping, Loudden, Norvik, Nynäshamn, 
Södertälje, Värtahamnen and Västerås ports serve this area. 

 

Figure 6. Railway network in Mälaren valley 
 Source: [12]  

 
The transport network in the region and in the city of Stockholm is starting to face capacity problems. 
Characteristics of Stockholm city geography reflect on the transport network. The city is situated on 
several islands connected with few bridges. The city center lies on the Stadsholmen island, which has 
a rail and road connections with other parts of the city, but these bridges may be seen as a bottlenecks 
in the city transport network. Due to the restrictions and high traffic road cargo transportation is 
handled on the Essingeleden highway. In 2014 the construction of a new parallel motorway 
(Stockholm Bypass) was started in Stockholm, and expected to be completed in 10 years. But south-
north connection in Stockholm still remains the biggest challenge for both passenger and cargo 
transportation. 

One of the possible solutions is to rearrange the existing traffic flows in the region. The work on these 
ideas is already ongoing – for example it is planned to move the port of Stockholm (Frihamnen) from 
the center of the city, to Norvik (Nynäshamn) - the location 60 km south from Stockholm. Another 
possible solution is to stimulate development of the railway cargo transportation. Modal shift from 
road to railway mode shall have a positive impact on solving congestion problems on the road 
network. 

These possible changes in transportation geography and logistics will be estimated further in the 
paper, under the case study analysis part.  
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1.2. Objectives  

The main aim of this thesis is to evaluate the feasible solution of intermodal distribution for ports 
located in the urban area regions. The evaluation of the solution is based on the port operator 
perspective, no shipper, infrastructure owner or other interests were taken into consideration. 

The estimations were based on the case study about the port of Stockholm with the perspective of its 
future relocation to Norvik. The feasibility was evaluated on the monetary terms and emissions 
produced during the transportation of goods to and from the port. 

The research sub-questions set in this master thesis are: 

1. What is the fundamental hinterland of Frihamnen container port? 
2. What are the changes that occur in the transportation flows and network when the port will be 

transferred to Norvik ? 
3. What is a feasible solution of intermodal transportation when the port will be moved to 

Norvik? 
4. What is the ecological impact of the cargo transportation for Frihamnen and Norvik? 

1.3. Data 

The data for the case study was provided by Stockholm port. When received, the data was divided in 
import and export container flow parts, but for the research purpose the flows were summed up to 
represent the total flow per year. The data was provided only for year 2015, but was analyzed as if it is 
representing a mean demand value from the long term historical data. 

Data contains the following information: date of shipment, container size and type, destination, 
shipment company and mode. This information was used as an input for the analysis and proposed 
intermodal transportation system model. 

1.4. Methods 

For evaluation of the feasible solution of intermodal transportation for urban-located ports both 
qualitative and quantitative methods were used. The main qualitative technique used in the beginning 
of the research process was a literature review. Review of the previous studies helped to get a wider 
knowledge in the field of logistics and intermodal transportation and to understand in what directions 
it may be extended and enhanced by the current paper. 

The main quantitative methods used in the paper are statistical analysis of traffic flows and origin-
destination routing problem solving. With the help of Excel existing freight cargo flows from/to 
Frihamnen were analyzed. The routing and transfer node positioning problem was solved with the help 
of the ArcGis Network Analyst extension, namely with Route, Closest Facility and Service Area 
functions. 

Network Analyst extension solve routing problems based on the Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding 

shortest paths. Dijkstra's algorithm solves a shortest-path problem on an undirected, nonnegative, 
weighted graph. To use this algorithm within the real-world context of transportation data it is possible 
to modify it with respect to user settings such as one-way restrictions, turn restrictions, junction 
impedance, barriers, and side-of-street constraints. None of the mentioned above user restrictions were 
implemented to the model analysis as this data was unavailable. 
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The Dijkstra's algorithm solves the single-source, shortest-path problem on a weighted graph. To find 
a shortest path from a starting location s to a destination location d, the algorithm maintains a set of 
junctions S, whose final shortest path from s has already been computed. The algorithm repeatedly 
finds a junction in the set of junctions that has the minimum shortest-path estimate, adds it to the set of 
junctions S, and updates the shortest-path estimates of all neighbors of this junction that are not in S. 
The algorithm continues until the destination junction is added to S [13].  

With accordance to the previous studies the Intermodal Transport Cost Model (ITCM) was introduced 
to evaluate costs and CO2 emission values for the different scenarios analyzed in the case study. In 
this model railroad, road transportation and terminal handling costs for different types of terminals 
were calculated. Therefore the total cost of intermodal transportation was calculated as the sum of cost 
generated by the three components: road transportation, rail transportation and terminal handling. The 
same calculations were done for the CO2 emission estimations. 

The calculation is based on the model developed by Nelldal [14] and Kordnejad [15].The main 
components of the model for terminal handling calculations are presented in the Table 2. 

Table 2. Structure of the terminal handling calculation 

1.Infrastructure 
Annuity for infrastructure 
Maintenance 
2.Transhipment resources 
Annuity for transshipment resources 
Operating costs 
Maintenance costs 
Energy consumption (CO2 calculation) 
3.Shunting 
Annuity for shunting engine 
Operating costs 
Maintenance costs 
Energy consumption (CO2 calculation) 
4.Overhead 

 

Source:  [1] 

The cost calculation for rail operation summarizes the cost for locomotive, cost for wagons and 
overhead costs. The cost calculation for haulage operation includes capital and operational, 
infrastructural and overhead costs. The more precise description of the model may be found in 
Kordnejad research paper [1].  

For the analytical and visualization purposes Excel, ArcGis and Corel Draw software was used. With 
the help of above mentioned methods several scenarios were calculated and visualized. The final part 
of the paper was concentrated on the description, analysis and comparison of the maps and values 
gained from different scenario options. 

1.5. Limitations  

The main limitations set for this study were connected with data and methods issues. A few 
assumptions were made which could have affected accuracy of the results obtained, but not the 
directions of the final conclusions of the work. 
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The data was provided by the port authorities for year 2015, so all of the calculations and models are 
based on this data only. The data was analyzed as if it is representing a mean demand value from the 
long term historical data. In fact this data was unavailable and may differ from the data proceeded, 
which in its term influence the cost and emission values calculated. The data of container content was 
not available either. Different type of containers and cargoes may need different transshipment 
procedures which result in the different price values. In this study all the containers were analyzed as 
if they are common containers. As the same data was applied for all the modeled scenarios the results 
remain trustworthy.  

Another restriction is the network configuration that was used for the ArcGis analysis. For the 
simplification of the modal no limitations for the quality/type of the road and railroad, speed limits or 
its capacity or congestion situation were included in the network analysis. The conventional terminals 
and CESS terminals were analyzed as if they do not have capacity and service limits. Positioning of 
CESS terminals were based on the demand information and principles of the central place theory. No 
field observations of the terminals construction possibility have been done.  

The network configuration that was analyzed in the study (Mälaren loop plus Rosersberg-Norvik 
shuttle train) was taken from the previous researches made on the intermodal transportation topics in 
this geographical area. The feasibility of this network configuration has not been estimated as author 
relied on the results concluded in the previous research papers.  

For the intermodal terminal transshipment techniques analysis part it was decided to evaluate only two 
out of many suitable transshipment systems – Light Combi and CarConTrain. The reason to do it is 
that these systems were developed or already tested in Sweden. It was assumed that they are the most 
suitable for the chosen geographical research area. In addition to that, the previous studies ( [14] , 
[15]) have a developed model for transport cost calculation for these transshipment techniques and this 
configuration of the network. 

 



I. Theoretical part 

2. Theoretical framework 

2.1. Hinterland and foreland  

Hinterland and foreland are the two concepts which are used in transport geography to determine a 
geographical area which feed import and export activities of the port. These terms have a wide range 
of definitions in the literature. In this paper we will refer to the definition used in Rodrigue [2], where 
the hinterland is stated as: 

The hinterland is a land space over which a transport terminal, such as port, sells its services and 
interacts with its clients. The terminal, depending on its nature, serves as a place of convergence for 
the traffic coming by roads, railways or by sea/fluvial feeders. Foreland refers to ports and overseas 
markets linked by shipping services from the port.  

Base on the level of competition, hinterlands are traditionally divided into two types – fundamental or 
main hinterland and competitive hinterland. Main hinterland is an area where the port has a dominant 
share of cargo flows. For this area the port has the highest accessibility and acts as a core market area. 
Competitive hinterland (competition margin) is an area where a port can compete with other ports 
serving this area [16].   

Another approach used by Notteboom and Rodrigue [17]  claims that the concept of hinterland has 
three sub-components that describe different functions of the hinterland. The authors define macro-
economic hinterland, physical hinterland and logistical hinterland.  

� They describe macro-economic hinterland as a matter of transport demand in terms of origin 
and destinations. This hinterland is stated to be in charge for transport demand and factors that 
have formed it. 

� Physical hinterland stands for the transport supply, both from modal and intermodal 
perspective. It includes the infrastructure network and terminals that are connected with the 
port.  

� Logistical hinterland is responsible for the traffic flows, for their organization and realization 
considering macro-economic and physical hinterland components. 

Physical hinterland (infrastructure) has a limited ability to response and adapt to the changes in macro-
economic and logistical hinterland, in transport demand and traffic flows correspondently. Notteboom 
and Rodrigue [17] describe four inter-related layers which demonstrate the challenges appear during 
the hinterland development (Figure 7). They are described from the more fundamental one to the more 
flexible and faster adaptable ones. 

� The locational layer describes as the geographical location of the port with respect to central 
places, markets and forms seaport accessibility. The challenge on this level is to find a 
favorable physical location of the port which can attract wider market area, more maritime 
routs and provide an efficient infrastructure options. 

� The infrastructure layer stands for provision and exploitation of infrastructure for links and 
nodes in the system. 
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� The transport layer analyzes operation of transport services and transshipment operations on 
links between the port and nodes.  The main challenge in this layer is to meet demand with 
capacity. 

� The logistical layer involves organization and utilization of transport chains, allocation of 
modes and usage of transshipment facilities. The main challenge on this level is to set 
sustainable transport chains. 

The approach of three dimensional hinterland induce government, port authorities, shipping 
companies and other stakeholders to develop an integrated strategy on such crucial issues as 
accessibility, infrastructure development, container repositioning and others. 

 

Figure 7. Hinterland layers  
Source: [17] 

Ports are trying to increase its importance through widening its hinterland as much as possible and 
feasible to gain more from its operation. One of the possible ways to increase the competitiveness of a 
port in the competitive hinterland and not to lose its positions in the main hinterland is to generate 
cost-effective intermodal transport inside and beyond their main hinterland. This enlarges the port 
hinterland and increase economies on scales [18]. It is becoming common for port authorities to 
involve themselves into the development of the logistical, transport, infrastructure and locational 
layers. For example, authorities of port of Goteborg (Sweden) and port of Barcelona (Spain) have 
conducted several improvements on the infrastructure and transport layers which helped them to 
develop their activities and to gain new markets [19].  

Due to the development in transshipment and transportation technologies, logistic optimization 
processes and a possibility to provide value-added logistic secrecies, modern ports got a possibility to 
compete with far-distant port competitors and for far-distance cargo. Seaports are competing not only 
with ports in their local area, but also with distant seaports attempting to serve the same hinterland 
[17]. 

One of the goals of this paper is to understand the main hinterland of port of Stockholm and estimate 
possible changes which occur when the port will be transferred from Frihamnen to Norvik. It is hard to 
understand fully the main and the compete zones for hinterlands of the ports. They are closely 
interconnected and intersected with each other and no data was available for the current paper. If these 
zones were easily understandable, it would have been possible to evaluate the mail directions of the 
future development of the Frihamnen/Norvik port.  
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2.2. Port intermodal rail transshipment 

One of the goals of this paper is to estimate and evaluate a feasible solution of intermodal rail 
transportation in the port hinterland for the future scenario, when a container port of Stockholm 
(Frihamnen) will be moved to Norvik. For the idea of possible solutions, the examples of port of 
Göteborg (Sweden) and port of Barcelona (Spain) were analyzed. Illustration of the unimodal and 
intermodal scenarios are demonstrating on the Figure 8. 

Notable advantages from intermodal rail transportation are: less congestion caused both in the seaport 
territory and on the roads, time savings through the congestion reduction, improved seaport access, 
improved land use opportunities in the port, higher container flow opportunity, hinterland expansion 
and lower environmental impact. It is remarkable, that all of the stakeholders may gain when the train 
transportation is implemented: seaport, seaport city, rail and road operators, shippers and society 
overall [18]. 

 

Figure 8. Unimodal and intermodal transportation illustration  
Source: [18] 

As disadvantages of the intermodal rail operation dependency on the economies of scales, detailed 
railway traffic planning and competition for rail capacity with passenger trains; possible cost and 
delivery time increment over short distances may be named [20]   

Container bundling concept [21] as an idea itself is aimed to utilize the economies of scale and not to 
concentrate on the fast speed of transportation, therefore the delivery time increment issue should not 
be seen as a problem.  Combined transportation may be seen as inland extend on economies of scale. 
The main attention then shall be to put competent railway traffic planning and scheduling in practice 
and concentrate on cost management policies. 

To analyze feasibility and possibility of intermodal rail transshipment in the port of Norvik a complex 
analysis which combines geographical hinterland, infrastructure, logistics and transshipment 
technology analysis have been carried out. Results are presented in the chapter 5.  

The examples of the port of Goteborg and port of Barcelona demonstrate that the main trigger of the 
intermodal rail transshipment implementation is the desire of the port authorities to develop, expand 
the hinterland area and to compete with other ports in overlapping hinterlands. 

2.3. Inland transportation services 

Services offered by road are diverse. In the study of Fremont and Franc authors summary them in the 
four types [22] (Figure 9). The first one - round trip is the service when container is unloaded full 
from the ship and delivered to the end destination, and returns empty back to the port (vice versa is 
applied also).  
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In one way transportation an inland terminal serves as a hub from where the empty containers are 
returned. The distances covered by empty containers in this case are shorter than in the round trip 
service. 

Cargo rotation service takes the loaded container to the final destination, takes it empty to another 
client, refilled by it and returned full back to the port.  

Round trip double 20’ is applied for two 20 feet containers which load weight makes it possible to 
transport both of them within the one vehicle. The containers are preferably transported to the same 
final destination. 

The price and time of these services varies. In case of one way service a shipper company needs to 
find cargo for the return journey by they own, which may be difficult or undesired to do. In case of 
good logistics this option may be the most profitable and environmental friendly one due to the less 
distance covered with an empty containers. 

Combined transportation services mostly involve one way transportation service where empty 
container is transported back to the terminal, and can promote additional services that is impossible to 
provide on road transportation.  More dwelling time possibility and extend custom facilities may be 
offered to a customer in case he choose combined transportation option. For example, customer gets a 
possibility to store his containers longer or with lower fee, which results in service flexibility and price 
decrement (economies on scales as the more containers may be loaded to form a train), Another 
possibility to attract clients to use combined transportation services may be ease in cargo declaration 
and custom procedures, which may be even more attractive for the shippers outside EU.  

 

Figure 9. Inland transportation services   
Source: [22] 

2.4. Break-even distance 

For choosing transportation mode three quantitative factors are playing the most important role: cost, 
time and distance. All of them are interconnected and depend on each other. Qualitative factors such 
as reliability, punctuality, flexibility and frequency are in a great importance also, but less relevant 
compare to the quantitative ones for the port-hinterland transportation case. 
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According to the previous studies intermodal freight transportation compare to the direct road 
transportation describes as more expensive and slow option for the short distances. To compare and 
evaluate truck only and intermodal freight transport system options the break-even distance criteria 
was introduced.  

Break-even distance is an important concept for evaluating and estimating the feasibility for 
intermodal freight transport systems. It has a range of vary definitions and explanations, but for this 
thesis we will refer to the Rutten’s study, where break-even distance defines as `distance at which the 
costs of intermodal transport equal to the costs of truck-only transport` [23].  

In the paper by  Kim and Wee authors analyze the factors and the way they influence break-even 
distance value for a transport system [24]. They divide break-even distance factors into two categories 
– geometric factors and cost factors. The first group includes factors such as transportation distances 
(drayage, haulage, truck-only), the shape of the market (hinterland) area and facilities location 
(terminals). The second group includes monetary factors such as transportation (drayage, rail, truck 
costs) and transshipment costs. 

In different research papers the break-even distance estimation from port mainly varies from 300 to 
1300 km, depending on the geographical region and research methods used [25], [26], [27], [28] 

The break-even distance may be shortened if some improvements are implemented in the system. For 
example improvements may be done in the drayage operation, rail operation and technology 
(efficiency, higher utilization rate of train space, increase in length of a train, introduction of double-
stack technology), transshipment technology, improvement of the terminal location and operational 
price decrease (rise in fuel pricing, subsidization) [24] . 

In their paper  Kim and Wee conclude [24] that the most simple and fast way to shorten the break-even 
distance and thereby to increase the intermodal share is to increase the long-distance truck costs (by 
introduction of the distance-based road taxation for example) and decrease the rail costs. The reduction 
of terminal costs factor was concluded to be the least significant one among the factors analyzed in the 
paper. 

On the another hand, for the short haulage intermodal transportation the reduction of terminal 
transshipment cost is the most important factor, as this cost is not proportional to the distance 
travelled, and remained constant for each unit load handled in the terminal (Figure 10) . Therefore in 
the case study part in this paper the main effort was put in the reduction of the terminal cost 
transshipment with introduction of the cost efficient options of small scale terminals. 

Based on the aforesaid, for this study it was assumed that the break-even distance and transportation 
distance overall is the crucial factor for decision making. In the study case monetary terms for the 
TEU-km was evaluated. Time related values also may be estimated and calculated from the known 
distance variables. 
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Figure 10. Illustration of break-even distance concept  
Source: [8] 

2.5. Container ship service and container types  

Modern container lift-on/lift-off (LoLo) ship service is mainly concentrated on the lowering 
transportation costs. The trend of the LoLo ships development is the follow: increasing of the ship 
capacity, improving the space utilization (introduction of the ISO container, maximization load of the 
container), and low frequent department schedule (compare to the roll-on/roll-off (RoRo) cargo 
transportation with ferry connection). 

Dry ISO freight containers come in several sizes and designs. Weights and dimensions are 
standardized on the international level, though the values may slightly vary from manufacturer to 
manufacturer. The most common sizes of containers are given in the Table 3.  

Table 3. Common size of containers 

20' feet 40' feet 45' feet 
Maximum payload 28 300 kg 28 620 kg 27 650 kg 
Dimensions 20'x8'x8'6" 40'x8'x9'6" 45'x8'x9'6" 

Volume 33 m3 76 m3 85 m3 
Weight, gross 30 480 kg 32 500 kg 32 500 kg 
Weight, tare 2 180 kg 3 880 kg 4 850 kg 

 

Source: [1] 

ISO containers vary in the design and the goal they are used for. Some of the common container types 
that were analyzed in the study case in this paper are described below. 

Container types handled in the port of Frihamnen : 

Dry Cargo (DC) –a standard shipping container used for dry cargo transportation. Container is made 
from corten steel, predominantly in 20' or 40' lengths, has loading doors at one end.  
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Flat racks (FR) - consist of a floor structure with a high loading capacity composed of a steel frame 
and a softwood floor and two end walls, which may either be fixed or collapsible. The end walls are 
stable enough to allow cargo securing means to be attached and several flatracks to be stacked on top 
of one another. Flatracks are available in 20' and 40' sizes. 

High Cube (HC) - a container that is 9'6" high instead of the standard 8'6" high, it is 40' long, but in 
some cases may be made as a 45' container. 

High Reefer Cube (HRC) - reefer version of the high cube container  

Hard-top container (HT) -  a container with a hard removable roof. Hardtop containers can be loaded 
more conveniently from above or through the door, as the roof can be removed with a forklift or crane. 

Open top container (OT) - an open top container fitted with a tarpaulin instead of a roof, loaded from 
the top. 

Open top high cube (OH) – Open top high cube container, available in 20' and 40' sizes. 

Reefer Container (RF) – a multimodal container for the transportation of temperature sensitive cargo 

Tank container (TK) - a multimodal container for the transportation of bulk liquids, powders and 
gases, can be fitted with refrigeration or heating. TK may be used for transportation of various classes 
of hazardous and nonhazardous cargoes. 

WC - a toilet ISO container 

The main idea connected with ISO containers LoLo transportation is that the costs aimed to be 
minimized per container unit. The next important step in the logistic chain is to transfer a container 
from a vessel to the ground transport and deliver it further as fast and as cheap as possible.  The 
transshipment may be done with different crane and machinery technologies which imply variation in 
the transshipment cost. 

2.6. Intermodal transshipment 

Intermodal transshipment is the crucial part in the intermodal transportation. Changing from one mode 
to another is associated with transportation time and cost increment, loss of efficiently and higher risk 
of cargo damage which all together lower the level of reliability for a potential user of the system. Vise 
demand-depending positioning, good time planning and management of transshipment terminals 
combined with usage of suitable transshipment technique decrease the value of these factors. 

Technology and equipment used for transshipment influence the transshipment price and time. 
According to Zimmer (1996) an ideal terminal is not a certain physical configuration of pavement and 
tracks, but an organization of services integrated with a physical plant that meets the business needs of 
a specific marketplace [29]. For implementation of successful intermodal transport system careful 
market analysis shall be carried out, optimal location for the terminals shall be found, optimal 
technology and machinery shall be introduced. Moreover the demand for transshipment is derived 
from the railroad cargo transportation, so the terminal planning shall go in cooperation with producers, 
consignees, shippers, forwarders, ports and local authorities.  

There are two principle ways of organizing an intermodal transshipment terminal. The traditional way 
is the large-scale conventional terminals which are designed for high flow demand and equipped with 
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heavy transshipment machinery like gantry cranes. Due to these reasons these terminals are highly 
demand depended and the price of the transshipment may reach a high value especially if the terminal 
is working under its planned capacity. The price of the transshipment in the terminal is not a distance 
depended or distance proportional value. The price is restricted by the technology and equipment used. 
In principle the terminals are designed for the heaviest load units and high demand flows which create 
a problem if small-scale, flexible transshipment of smaller unit loads is needed.  

Cost-efficient small-scale intermodal terminal (CESS) is another approach for intermodal 
transshipment that was introduced by Kordnejad [6]. The main idea of CESS terminal is to introduce a 
transshipment technology which would be able to handle small-flow demand in an efficient and cost-
effective way. CESS terminals vary in transshipment technologies used; few of them will be described 
in more detail in the section 5.6.2. 

2.6.1. Container cranes and transshipment machinery 

Cranes and machinery used for intermodal transshipment vary from technological perspective, 
maximum capacity and utilization purposes. Cranes and vehicles used for the transshipment may be 
divided into the following categories [30] . 

Container handling equipment (Figure 11) 

� Ship to shore crane is a gantry crane which is used for loading and unloading containers from 
the ship. These cranes are characterized by the maximum lifting capacity and by the size of the 
ships they can serve (Panamax, Post-Panamax, Super Post Panamax). The boom in the ship to 
shore crane is located at the waterside of the crane and lift containers in the air to unload then 
on the shore. 

� Harbor boom crane is a low profile crane where a boom is shuttled toward and over the ship 
to allow the crane to load and unload containers. 

� Stacking cranes: 
� Rail mounted gantry (RMG) is a mobile gantry crane used to ground or stuck containers, 

operates on rail. 
� Rubber tired gantry (RTG) crane is a mobile gantry crane which used to ground or stuck 

containers. It equipped with 4, 8 or 16 rubber wheels, which compare to the previous 
crane type, allows better mobility of the transshipment process. These cranes may be 
powered by diesel generator or be electrified (ERTG). 

� Straddle carrier is a special carrier used for quayside-to-yard container transfer operations and 
high-speed horizontal container transportation between stacking cranes. 

Container lift and moving vehicles (Figure 11) 

� Empty container handler is a vehicle used for lifting, stacking and yard transportation of 
empty ISO containers.  

� Laden container handler is a vehicle used for lifting, first row stacking and short distance 
yard transportation of laden ISO containers.  

� Reach stacker is a lift truck used for short distances fast container transportation. Reach 
stackers are more flexible and have higher stacking and storage capacity compare to forklift 
trucks. 

� Heavy forklift trucks (RoRo Forklifts) is a vehicle used for heavy-duty fork lifting and short 
distance transportation of container.  
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� Automated guided vehicle - unmanned, automated container transport vehicle used for 
container transportation between the harbor quay and the storage area. 

Ship to shore crane           Harbor boom crane           Rail mounted gantry            Rubber tired gantry          Straddle carrier   

                                  

Empty container handler   Laden container handler    Reach stacker        Heavy forklift truck           Automated guided vehicle 

                            

Figure 11. Container cranes and transshipment machinery  
Source: [30] 

2.6.2. Intermodal transshipment technologies 

Transshipment technology is the foundation stone for the efficient and cost-effective intermodal 
terminal operation. Transshipment technologies vary on the modes of from-to transportation (road-
sea/road-rail), scale (small/large) and direction (vertical/ horizontal) of transshipment: 

Road-rail transshipment technologies 

� Small-scale vertical transshipment 
� Small-scale horizontal transshipment 
� Large scale vertical transshipment 
� Large scale horizontal transshipment 
 
Horizontal transshipment means that only a small vertical lift is needed, so the transshipment is done 
under the catenary. 

Road-sea transshipment technologies 

� Deep sea 
� Short sea 

According to Woxenius dozens of new transshipment technologies were developed during the recent 
years. Some of them are used in practice in different countries for different unit load types, some of 
them just remain on the paper. [31] In this research paper two of the small-scale road-rail 
transshipment technologies will be discussed, as they seem to be the most suitable and possible to be 
implemented under the selected case study conditions. Both of these technologies may be potentially 
introduced for the CESS terminals. 

The first technology is named Light Combi concept (Figure 12). Light Combi is an intermodal line 
train concept where forklift trucks are used for horizontal transshipment under the catenary [27], [1].  
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The concept itself consists of the siding terminals connected to the main line from the both ends. The 
train is aimed to make short stops about15-30 minutes at small terminals equipped with forklift trucks 
and reach stackers only.  
 
Light Combi as a concept meets the conditions for the cargo demand transportation in Sweden. Goods 
flow in Sweden are small and dispersed, which combined with the shape of the existing rail 
infrastructure in the Mälaren Valley make it possible to develop a Light Combi concept 

implementation in this region. 

The advantages of the following transshipment concept are the follow [31]: 

� Fixed train sets 
� No shunting 
� Short stops (15-30 minutes) at small, simple terminals 
� Loading and unloading with horizontal transshipment under the overhead contact line 
� Close co-operation with road haulers 
 

The main disadvantage of Light Combi concept that it is limited to handle only 20-feet ISO-containers 
and swap bodies of up to 8 meters in length, thus it could not be used for semi-trailers and bigger 
containers transshipment. This problem may have several solutions as: to restrict size of the containers 
handled in the port these terminals serve to 20-feet size dimension (as it was introduced for Multi-
functional freight track system used in Japan by JR Freight [31]) or to develop forklift machinery in 
the way to make it possible to handle heavier and larger unit loads. According to the one of the 
machine producing companies the modern heavy forklift truck may lift up to 65 tones, which shall be 
enough for handling 40-foot container which has the maximum capacity of 29 tones. The main 
restriction in this transshipment option is that the cargo needed to be well-centered [32], [1].    

 
Figure 12. Light Combi concept illustration  

Source: [33] 

The second technology is called CarConTrain (CCT) concept. This is a small-scale transshipment 
technology which is quite simple from the infrastructure and equipment point of view.  The only thing 
that is required from the infrastructure is driving lane for trucks parallel to the railway track. The 
principle of this concept is a horizontal transshipment based on the transloading technology, where 
unit loads transferring from one mode to another with the help of hydraulic poles (Figure 13). All ISO-
containers and swap bodies except some tank containers can be handled with the help of CarConTrain. 
Estimated transfer times vary from 1 to 5 minutes depending on the technology used. Transfer 
between modes is flexible and come in the following transshipment options: 
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� Railway wagon - transfer unit 
� Transfer unit - temporary storage 
� Transfer unit – truck 

The disadvantage of the system is that rail wagons, trucks and storage racks need to be equipped with 
dedicated equipment, though the principle overall is promising to be a good solution for the intermodal 
small-scale transshipment. 

 
Figure 13. CarConTrain concept illustration 

 Source: [34]  



II. Case study 

3. Network and ports description  

In the port of Stockholm road transportation dominates hinterland services. In Frihamnen only 0.3% of 
imported containers and 1.1% of exported containers (2015) were transported using railways (data 
provided by the port of Stockholm). These goods are transported to/from Västerås and Goteborg only. 
Taking this into consideration it is concluded that Frihamnen relies heavily on truck transportation. 

The goal of this case study is based on the real demand data for year 2015 estimate the feasibility of 
cargo intermodal transportation in Mälaren valley, compare different transportation future scenarios 
with usage of different transshipment technologies and transshipment terminals network. As the port 
of Stockholm will be moved to Norvik, estimation of the intermodal transportation for the new port 
will be evaluated and compared with Stockholm scenario.  

3.1. Frihamnen  

The container and passenger port of Stockholm, Frihamnen, is situated in the industrial area in the east 
part of Stockholm city center, near Loudden oil terminal and Värtahamnen Ro-Ro and passenger 
terminal (Figure 14). The port is operated by Hutchison Port Holdings (HPH), a Hong Kong 
established company which operates 48 ports in 25 countries around the globe [35].  

Port authorities state that within a 200 km or three hour travel time radius Swedish largest consumer 
market can be reached from Frihamnen. This market area is the most business dense and the most 
populated area in Sweden, with more than three million people living there. Frihamnen has railway 
connection and several important roads lying nearby the area, has feeder sea connection with 
Antwerpen, Rotterdam and Hamburg. 

 

Figure 14. Positioning of  Frihamnen port  
Source:Google maps 

The port is equipped with five quays. Four quays serve for passenger and Ro-Ro transportation goals. 
Berths 655-653 on the fifth quay is used for container terminal and equipped with two rail-mounted 
container cranes. The berths are 240 meters long and depth water level is 8.5-9.0 meters. According to 
the official information from the port, cranes have the following characteristics (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Capacity characteristics of Frihamnen 

Lifting capacity 

Crane Tones on hook Tones on lifting frame Out-reach from line of quay (m) Lifting height (m) 

1 42 35 22 - 

2 35 35 37 42 
Source: [37]  

Land transport from/to the port is an important component of the cost formation and efficient work of 
the port. Another important component of the cost forming process is an availability of land for 
expansion and deep-water requirements for being able to handle larger ships [16]. All of these 
elements for Frihamnen have a low level of development or have no possibility to be developed 
further. The port located in the center of the Swedish capital, on the highly valuable land which is 
more profitably may be used or already being used for dwelling. For the same reason the possibility of 
developing the new infrastructure and deep-water expansion is not a reasonable option for Frihamnen. 

Another problem is the traffic congestion situation in Stockholm. The logistic situation in the city 
itself remains complicated – the transport network in the city is represented by the complicated pattern 
of island interconnected with bridges and tunnels. Both, bridges and tunnels are bottlenecks and 
decrease the transport permeability of the network. Setting special restrictions on the traffic in the 
inner city, governmental initiatives are aiming to decrease traffic flows and congestion situation. 
Turnover and storage of empty containers is another problem. The disequilibrium in transport flows 
for port of Frihamnen results in about 30 thousand empty containers (46 thousand TEU) transportation 
per year. 

As consequences, Frihamnen started to face capacity and transportation problems. The port, basically 
located in the middle of the city, started to feel the pressure of public organizations and city planners, 
as its industrial area is wanted for residential purposes. 

The possible solution for the future development of the port was found – the port shall be moved to 
another location, where it would have possibilities for land expansion, better deep-water specification 
and new infrastructure and transportation facilities. Agreement with the port authorities has been 
reached. According to the current plans passenger traffic remain in Frihamnen, but container 
operations will be moved to Norvik, the location 60 km on the south from Stockholm. Constructions 
works have already begun there [38].  

3.2. Norvik 

Stockholm Norvik port is a planned container and Ro-Ro port north to Nynashamn. Norvik is meant to 
serve as a main port for Stockholm region and has an ambitious to attract new customers and to handle 
larger container ships which make it necessary to estimate and analyze future demand distribution and 
logistics for the new conditions. 

On April 27, 2016 the Supreme Court of Sweden issued a positive decision for the port construction. 
The construction works shall be started during the year 2016. It is expected that Norvik will be able to 
start operation in about three years after the start of construction works, in year 2019 [39]. When fully 
developed, the Norvik port area will cover over 600 000 m² of land. The port will be equipped with 7 
berths and four container cranes, totaling 1400 kaj-meter. The water depth of 16.5 meters will make it 
possible to handle the largest Baltic Sea's vessels. The planned container port's capacity planned to be 
300 000 containers per year.  
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3.3. Network description 

Intermodal network consists of three parts: road network, rail network and intermodal terminals 
serving as the transshipment point between two modes. 

The road network used for the analysis contains all the roads that exist in the system (based on the data 
from Swedish Transport Administration - Trafikverket). No limitations for the quality/type of the 
road/speed limits were set to the network. Based on the ArcGis Network Analysis extension 
algorithms, the locations with the known demand were set to find a shortest route to the closest 
intermodal terminal. On one hand these assumptions simplify the analysis, but on the other hand they 
are adequate to the research goal to estimate and compare different scenarios, as the same assumptions 
and algorithms were used for all of them.   

The rail network configuration used for the study case was chosen with accordance of the routing and 
scheduling investigation results presented in the paper by Kordnejad [8].  The railway network 
configuration is demonstrated in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Infrastructure for intermodal transportation in the Mälaren valley  
Source: created by author 

The rail route used for the intermodal transportation analysis for both of the scenarios is the railway 
loop, which goes around Mälaren and Hjälmaren lakes and connects the biggest settlements in the 

region. The length of the loop is estimated to be equal to 466 km, which according to Kordnejad shall 
take about 13 hours per a cycle turn (under the speed limitation of 100 km/h). Additionally to the loop, 
for the port of Stockholm scenario - a spoke or rail shuttle connecting the port with Rosersberg was 
analyzed. 

For the port of Norvik scenario the rail network was modified in a way, that it connects the loop with 
the new port, so the rail network used for the analysis consists of the loop and spoke parts, which 
connects Norvik with Rosersberg intermodal terminal (92 km in length with 5:40 hours of estimated 
cycle time) [8]. 
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Two options of intermodal terminals configuration were analyzed in the paper. The first option 
includes analysis of 10 conventional medium-sized intermodal terminals, where reach-stacker 
technology is used for the cargo transshipment. The second option analyzed 18 CESS-terminal sites 
operating in the network. Under the CESS terminals two sub scenarios were estimated (separated to 
Light Combi or CarConTrain transshipment technology used in all the terminals). The idea with the 
CESS terminals positioning was to create an intermodal network with approximately even-distance 
distributed small-scale terminals (Table 5). 

Table 5. List of terminals 

N Conventional terminals Planned capacity (TEU) Actual turnover (TEU) N CESS-terminal sites 
1 Bro   1 Bro 
2 Eskilstuna 300 000 70 000 80 000 2 Eskilstuna 
3 Frihamnen/  Norvik   3 Flen 
4 Hallsberg 120 000 65 000 4 Hallsberg 
5 Katrineholm  25 000 5 Katrineholm 
6 Rosersberg 130 000  6 Södertälje 
7 Södertälje  11 500 7 Västerås 
8 Västerås  20 000 8 Örebro 
9 Årsta 120 000 – 140 000 40 000 9 Enköping 
10 Örebro 50 000 – 60 000 20 000 10 Frihamnen / Norvik 

  11 Jordbro 
  12 Lunda 
  13 Rosersberg 
  14 Strängnäs 
  15 Tomteboda 
  16 Tumba 
  17 Valskog 
  18 Årsta 

 
Source: [40], [41]  
 
All of the conventional terminals exist, but not all of them are working in their full capacity. Not all 
the terminals used for the CESS terminals case study analysis yet exist. Some of them are used in the 
model to demonstrate the possible locations of the CESS terminals in the network. The possible 
locations were found by analyzing the existing demand for the port of Frihamnen in 2015. The data for 
this year was analyzed as if it is representing a mean demand value from the long term historical data.   

All of the conventional terminals, except Bro are public terminals and owned by Jernhusen. Bro 
terminal is owned by the Coop Norden AB, but has a capacity to handle more goods that it is currently 
handling for Coop purposes. The terminal has a strategic position within the area with high demand; 
therefore the usage of this terminal is important for functioning of the whole intermodal network. 

Västerås terminal is not a functioning terminal, but already has built infrastructure. In the analysis for 
conventional terminals scenario it will be assumed that this terminal is operating in the intermodal 
transportation. 
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4.  Analysis 

4.1. Baseline scenario (Port of Frihamnen) 

For the baseline scenario the evaluation is based on the actual import and export data statistics for 
Frihamnen under the year 2015. The data contains the date of shipment, container size and type, 
destination, shipment company and mode. For the research purpose and cost calculation for the data 
was proceeded in TEU equivalents and unit load units.   

The goal of the baseline scenario analysis is to understand the existing unimodal logistic for 
Frihamnen and compare it with the possible intermodal option using conventional and CESS 
terminals, which may be built in the future. 

For the better understanding of the real situation the data for this scenario was analyzed for several 
time intervals – days, weeks, months and a year level for a selected demand location. The time series 
data was analyzed in the unit loads. The year-level data analyzes was conducted both in unit loads and 
TEU equivalents.  

The day-level analysis for 250 working days reveals the mean demand level of 146 containers per day. 
The daily turnover for Frihamnen varies from 30 to 300 containers per day (Figure 16), but in more 
than 65% cases the turnover value is between 100 and 200 containers (Figure 17).   

 

Figure 16. Daily turnover variation for Frihamnen, 2015 (Unit loads)  Source: created by author 

 

Figure 17. Histogram for the daily turnover for Frihamnen, 2015 (Unit loads)  Source: created by author 

The average month turnover for the port was estimated to be 3 035 unit loads (Figure 18). The lowest 
demand was stated to be in November- December and April (2 400-2 700 containers), presumably due 
to the public holidays in Sweden and less amount of the working days in these months. The highest 
demand observed to be in the months prior to the lowest-demand months – March and October (more 
than 3 330 containers per month). 
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Figure 18. Monthly turnover variation for Frihamnen, 2015 (Unit loads)  Source: created by author 

Despite the fact that Frihamnen turnover varies on the daily and monthly level it affects only the 
demand and activities for the port itself, which may be restricted by the existent port capacity. The 
demand for the transport network depends on the other factors as the origin – destination, mode 
choice, route and time scheduling problems. 

For the demand and service area analysis the data was aggregated on the year level by each specific 
location. The demand was calculated as the combination of import and export demand.  The Figure 19 
demonstrates locations with the highest annual demand. Jordbro has the highest annual TEU turnover 
(8 997 TEU or 5 345 unit loads). The next most important destinations for Frihamnen are: Gladö, 

Upplands Väsby, Järfalla, Tumba, Uppsala, Rosersberg, Märsta, Bro and Eskilstuna.  

It is remarkable, that most of the places with the highest demand already have intermodal terminal 
equipment that may be used for rail-road transshipment for Frihamnen goods flow.  

 

Figure 19. The locations with the biggest annual TEU demand, 2015 (more than 500 TEU) 
Source: created by author 

4.1.1. Unimodal transportation scenario 

The data available for the analysis contained the origin-destination and the mode choice information. 
The route choice problem was solved with ArcGis Network Analyst extension software.  

The Figure 20 demonstrates flow distribution based on the demand-originated data. The busiest routes 
according to the model is route 73 leading to Jordbro, route 226 and 259  leading to Gladö  and 
highway E4 leading to Märsta, Rosersberg, Sollentuna, Upplands Väsby and Uppsala,  E18 with 
connection to Bro, Järfalla and Västerås and E20 heading to Eskilstuna, Norsborg and Tumba. Figure 
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20 in general follows the illustration of the cargo flows road transportation in the Mälaren region 

obtained from the RUFS report  for year 2006(Figure 21). 

Closer look into the Stockholm city region reveals the problem of the located in the urban area port 
logistics. Destination locations are dispersed and have low annual cargo flows. Nevertheless, as the 
port is located in the center of the city these flows congest roads in the center, as all of the flows going 
to or from the port need to cross the city area overall (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 20. Unimodal transportation flow distribution for Frihamnen  
Source: created by author 

 

Figure 21. Cargo flows by road transportation           Figure 22. Stockholm city road flow distribution 
 in Mälaren region (2006)                                               Source: created by author 

Source: [42]  
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4.1.2. Conventional terminals scenario 

For the conventional terminal scenario analysis nine existing conventional terminals plus terminal in 
Frihamnen were analyzed. Västerås terminal is not a functioning terminal, but it has a strategic 
geographical position – it is located between Bro and Örebro terminals, in the area with high demand. 

If operated, it will serve as an intermodal terminal for all the goods coming from the northern part of 
Sweden. 

The comparison of the cases with and without Västerås operation is shown on the Figure 23.  It is 
observed that a significant part of territory north to Mälaren lake get poor accessibility to the railway 

network in this case if Västerås terminal is not operating. In the calculations and modeling all the 10 
terminals mentioned in Table 5 were included in the analysis.  

 

Figure 23.  Comparison of the service areas for conventional terminals (without and with Västerås) 
Source: created by author 

For the intermodal scenario analysis the routing problem was solved in two phases. The first step was 
to find the shortest road routes from the locations of origin to the closest terminals. The next step was 
to consolidate the flows at the terminals and to find the shortest railroad connection to the port of 
Stockholm. The illustration of the intermodal transportation flow distribution for Frihamnen may be 
found in Figure 24. 

According to the model – the busiest conventional terminals are Årsta and Rosersberg terminals which 
are handling 16.5 thousand and 7 thousand UL per year correspondently (Appendix IV and Figure 31). 
These terminals are the closest located terminals to the urban area of Stockholm and serve as the main 
terminals south and north from Frihamnen. Årsta is mainly serving the city and the suburban areas of 
Stockholm, while Rosersberg consolidate cargo for the later haulage transportation to north-east 
Mälaren valley territories. Frihamnen itself is a quite busy terminal with more than 6 thousand UL 
annual turnover. The main service for Frihamnen is the city of Stockholm itself. Additionally 
Frihamnen serve activities located directly in the port. There are several warehouses belonging to 
industrial and food distribution companies which have their own logistics solutions. 

Bro and Södertälje serve as the second largest terminals, handling 4.5 thousand and 3 thousand UL per 
year correspondently. Noteworthy, these terminals lay on the second step layer from Frihamnen, from 
what it was concluded that the greatest part of the cargo is transported to the area close to Frihamnen 
and Stockholm city. Calculations show that 89% of the entire annual cargo turnover happens in these 
five terminals, which may indicate the boundaries of the main hinterland for Frihamnen.  
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Västerås terminal has its own high demand suburban area, handling all cargo heading to the north 
regions of Sweden and additionally serving Enköping area. Totally the terminal is handling more than 
2 thousand UL per year. 

Eskilstuna terminal processes 1.7 thousand UL per year, mostly for the demand in the Eskilstuna and 
Strängnäs area only. Eskilstuna and Västerås terminals are included in the third- zone hinterland 
category. 

Hallberg, Katrineholm and Örebro together deal with 0.8 thousand UL per year, which allow to mark 
them and the area they serve into the forth zone of hinterland. The analytical hinterland zones for port 
of Stockholm are shown on the Figure 24.               

 

Figure 24. Intermodal transportation flow distribution for conventional terminals scenario for Frihamnen 
Source: created by author 

4.1.3. Terminal allocation. CESS-terminal sites scenario 

The idea behind the CESS-terminal sites intermodal transshipment network is that these terminals are 
claimed to be cheaper and environmentally greener to operate. CESS terminals are more flexible for 
demand fluctuation as do not require heavy transshipment machinery and may profitably operate on 
the small demand flows. 

Thus with the same amount of investments it is possible to create a better organized rail-road 
intermodal network.  Location of the terminals is an important issue. As a theoretical framework for 
the possible CESS terminal positioning the principle of the geographical Central Place theory was 
chosen (Figure 25).  The CESS terminals act as central places providing possibility of transshipment 
services to vicinity.  According to the theory the central place is a market center for the exchange of 
goods and services by the demand attracted from the surrounding area. The central place is so called 
because it is centrally located to maximize accessibility from the surrounding region. Central places 
compete against each other to serve as markets for goods and services [43]. 

Some assumptions used for the central place theory also applied for positioning and cost calculation of 
the intermodal terminals in the network: 
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The cargo turnover in the terminals became more evenly distributed (Appendix IV and Figure 31). The 
biggest CESS terminal is expected to be Jordbro and Rosersberg (with 7.6 and 7 thousand UL per year 
correspondently). The illustration of the intermodal flow distribution in CESS terminals scenario is 
shown on the Figure 27. The second group of the next busiest terminals includes Tumba, Lunda and 
Årsta terminals (turnover 3.5-5 thousand UL annually), then come Frihamnen, Broand and Tomteboda 
terminals with turnover more than 2.5 thousand UL per year. Södertälje, Västerås, Eskilstuna and 

Enköping under this scenario process more than 500 UL per year each. Other terminals will handle 
less than this value.  

From this, the question of the reasonability of the current rail network configuration arises. The option 
of the Mälaren loop network connecting Eskelstuna and Valskog or Västerås could have been 
analyzed also, but it was assumed to be going beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover the capacity 
of the terminals and loops are planned to be utilized not only by the port of Stockholm, but by the 
other users also. The precise predictions about the utilization variation on the loop could not be done 
on the common level, but only based on the Frihamnen demand data. 

Additionally, due to the more even demand distribution the haulage distances have decrease which 
result in the cheaper road transportation costs and less emission produced (Table 7).  

 
 

Figure 27. Intermodal transportation flow distribution for CESS terminals scenario for Frihamnen     
Source: created by author 

4.2. Alternative scenario (Port of Norvik) 

Alternative scenario replicates the demand distribution used for the base case scenario analysis. The 
only differences are that the locations which are associated with the port activities were moved from 
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Frihamnen port area to new Norvik port vicinity, to create a more probable demand distribution. The 
intermodal terminal from Frihamnen was assumed to move to Norvik completely. 

4.2.1 Unimodal transportation scenario 

When the port is moved to the location 60 km on the south from Stockholm the whole picture of the 
flows distribution will change. The road 73 from the all way from Norvik will be the busiest one. 
Additionally to this route, roads 225 and 55 shall start to be used for cargo transportation from the 
port, the capacity of which are possibly is not ready to handle with the new demand (Figure 28).  

The origin-destination routing distribution for the new port will look completely different from the 
Frihamnen scenario. All the cargo flows that is coming from the north and north-west regions of the 
Mäleren valley do not cross the city of Stockholm now. In the Norvik case scenario all of the flows 
from Uppsala-Rosersberg direction shall cross the city via E4 Stockholm Bypass, E20 or through the 
city center. The consequences caused by traffic flow modification is not the goal of this study, but it is 
important to mention that these changes have a big importance and may provoke instabilities in the 
transport network if no preventive actions would be implemented beforehand. 

 

Figure 28. Unimodal transportation flow distribution for Norvik  
Source: created by author 

4.2.2. Conventional terminals scenario 

The terminals used for intermodal transportation for the alternative Norvik case scenario are 
shown in Figure 29. 

According to the analysis the busiest conventional terminal is Årsta. Årsta alone handles 50% of 

the cargo turnover of Norvik (more than 20 thousand UL annually (30 thousand TEU)). With the 
incensement of the port capacity, this value will rise higher as basically Årsta is serving 

Stockholm and suburbia areas – the territory with the highest demand. Planned capacity of Årsta 
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terminal is 120 000 – 140 000 TEU, as now only the half of this capacity is being utilized (Table 
5), it may be assumed that the terminal will be able to handle the increase in demand. But such 
disproportion in the network operation is not a positive issue. For operating a competitive on short 
and medium distances intermodal liner train the loading space utilization must be optimized along 
the route [45]. 

Rosersberg and Bro will serve as the main terminals north to Stockholm and Södertälje - south to 
Stockholm. 

 

Figure 29. Intermodal transportation flow distribution for conventional terminals scenario for Norvik    
Source: created by author 

4.2.3. CESS-terminal sites scenario 

With introduction of CESS terminals loading space utilization on the railway become more even. 
Jordbro, Tumba and  Årsta together serve the area of southern Stockholm while Tomteboda and 

Lunda serve the northern areas (Figure 30, Appendix IV and Figure 31). Årsta lose its dominant 

role and in this scenario becomes only 6th terminal in terms of annual turnover. Jordbro and 
Rosersberg appear to be the main southern and northern terminals with turnover around 7-7.5 
thousand TEU per year. Eskilstuna, Västerås, Södertälje and Norvik terminals will handle more 

than 1 thousand TEU each. 

The haulage distances decrease by 1thousand km, which result in the cheaper road transportation 
costs and less emission produced on the road. Container transport performance calculated in TEU-
km is also better in CESS terminals case scenario. For the rail mode it will improve by 8% and for 
the haulage by 38%, in comparison with to the conventional terminals scenario (Table 7).    
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Figure 30. Intermodal transportation flow distribution for CESS terminals scenario for Norvik        
Source: created by author 
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5. Results  

5.1. Scenarios comparison 

Based on the ITCM model the costs and CO2 emissions values for different scenarios were calculated. 
The railway network for the case study was divided into the two separated segments - railway loop, 
around Mälaren and Hjälmaren lakes and a rail shuttle line connecting the ports with Rosersberg 

terminal. In the ITCM model the costs connected with the transportation on these links were calculated 
separately and then were summed up in the final value.  

Detailed calculations may be found in Appendixes II and III.  

5.1.1. Unimodal transportation 

The unimodal scenario of transportation for existing hinterland of Frihamnen was compared with the 
future scenario, when the port will be moved to Norvik. Except for the port-associated activities, 
hinterland and demand volumes were saved without changes. 

Based on the model simulation and calculation it was concluded that with the same amount of demand 
transportation from Norik would be less profitable and less productive. As it may be seen on the 
Figure 31, which demonstrating simulated terminals turnover for different scenarios, conventional 
terminals utilization cases for both Frihamnen and Norvik show less even and though less rational 
capacity distribution.  

 

Figure 31.Terminals turnover for different scenarios, UL 

Source: created by author 

 
The total distance of haulage in the Norvik case will increase on 10 thousand km, which will result in 
higher TEU-km values and higher total cost. Transport performance of the network will fall in half. 
The total transport cost will rise almost in two times – from 9 million to 17 million SEK per year. 
Moreover total CO2 emissions would also rise dramatically and duplicate from 0.75 to 1.3 million kg 
(Table 6, Figures 32 and 33). 
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Table 6. Unimodal scenario comparison 

Unimodal  

  Length (km) Total TEU TEU-km (by leg) 
Cost 

(TEU-
km) 

CO2 emission, 
kg (TEU-km) 

Total cost, 
SEK 

Total CO2, 
kg  

Frihamnen 43 057 62 834 2 538 617 3.85 0.297 9 773 676 753 969 

Norvik 52 516 62 834 4 416 787 3.85 0.297 17 004 630 1 311 786 
Source: created by author 

5.1.2. Intermodal transportation 

When compared, conventional terminals and CESS scenarios for both of Frihamnen and Norvik cases, 
CESS scenarios demonstrate more even demand distribution which results in shorter haulage distances 
and less emission production. 

From the operational perspective intermodal transport has better performance compared to the 
unimodal scenario. For the basic case scenario transport performance of the road mode is twice better 
in the conventional terminals case and four times better the CESS terminals case compared to the 
unimodal network performance. For the Norvik case scenario the improvements in the performance 
are even higher – four times in the conventional terminals case and seven times in the CESS terminals 
case (see Table 7). 

Table 7. Output performance characteristics of the intermodal scenarios 

Frihamnen 
Total Mälaren loop Port shuttle (Rosersberg -Frihamnen) 

Conventional 
Terminal 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Rail 1 001 - 53 919 2 227 299 964 - 42 819 1 829 249 36 - 11 100 398 050 

Haulage 26 588 - 62 834 1 057 338 24 758 - 51 734 886 423 1 830 - 11 100 170 914 

Terminals - 42 168 - - - 35 022 - - - 7 146 - - 
CESS 

Terminals Total Mälaren loop Port shuttle (Rosersberg -Frihamnen)) 

 
Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Rail 1 590 - 58 182 2 529 681 1 499 - 29 691 1 562 669 92 - 53 351 967 012 

Haulage 25 407 - 62 834 661 626 23 117 - 34 343 428 628 2 290 - 53 351 232 998 

Terminals - 42 168 - -  24 043 - - - 18 125 - - 

Norvik 
Total Mälaren loop Port shuttle (Rosersberg -Norvik) 

Conventional 
Terminal 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Rail 1 453 - 59 153 5 348 110 1 357 - 47 915 4 274 772 96 - 11 238 1 073 338 

Haulage 26 518 - 62 834 1 064 865 24 654 - 51 596 889 270 1 864 - 11 238 175 595 

Terminals - 42 168 - - - 34 906 -  - 7 262 - - 

 Total Mälaren loop Port shuttle (Rosersberg -Norvik) 
CESS 

Terminals 
Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Length 
(km) 

Total 
UL 

Total 
TEU 

TEU-km 
(by leg) 

Rail 2 391 - 59 153 4 928 541 2 199  30 818 3 138 201 191 - 28 335 1 790 340 

Haulage 25 343 - 62 834 660 980 23 104 - 30 818 430 158 2 239 - 32 016 230 823 

Terminals - 42 168 - - - 21 846 - - - 20 322 - - 

Source: created by author 
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In monetary terms, the Frihamnen scenario costs for all of the intermodal options of transportation 
exceed the cost for the unimodal option. It is remarkable, that in case of conventional terminals 
scenario the costs are twice higher compare to the unimodal option, but the difference decrease when 
CESS terminal operation is introduced. With thorough demand analysis for all the actors in the region, 
proper CESS terminals positioning and favorable tax policy it is believed that CESS terminal option 
may become even more profitable than the unimodal transportation. The emissions produced in the 
intermodal case scenarios are significantly lower, which is an important trigger for turning for 
intermodal options, especially for the ports located in the city areas (Table 8, Figure 32 and Figure 33).  

Table 8. Total costs and CO2 calculations for Frihamnen scenario 

Frihamnen Mälaren loop Port shuttle (Rosersberg –Frihamnen-
Årsta) Loop + Shuttle 

Conventional Terminal 
Total cost, SEK 15 121 772 4 077 778 19 199 550 
Total CO2, kg 426 903 84 232 511 135 

CESS Terminal - Light Combi 
Total cost, SEK 7 457 646 7 434 221 14 891 867 
Total CO2, kg 173 333 103 204 276 537 

CESS Terminal  - CCT 
Total cost, SEK 6 183 367 6 473 596 12 656 963 
Total CO2, kg 139 672 77 829 217 501 

Unimodal 
Total cost, SEK - - 9 773 676 
Total CO2, kg - - 753 969 

Source: created by author 

For Norvik scenario these trends remain the same, but due to the higher initial costs of the unimodal 
transportation, the intermodal CESS terminals scenarios already become competitive (Table 9, Figure 
32). As the construction of Norvik port is an ongoing project these results are in a special importance 
due to the fact that there is a possible option to construct and implement the intermodal CESS 
terminals network as the new infrastructure for the port is needed to be built anyway. 

Table 9. Total costs and CO2 calculations for Norvik  scenario 

Norvik Mälaren loop Port shuttle (Rosersberg -Norvik) Loop + Shuttle  

Conventional Terminal 
Total cost, SEK 18 207 459 6 679 475 24 886 934 

Total CO2, kg 435 297 88 373 523 670 
CESS Terminal - Light Combi 

Total cost, SEK 9 115 136 10 887 350 20 002 485 
Total CO2, kg 175 251 109 010 284 261 

CESS Terminal  - CCT 
Total cost, SEK 7 957 298 9 810 284 17 767 581 
Total CO2, kg 144 667 80 559 225 226 

Unimodal 
Total cost, SEK - - 17 004 630 
Total CO2, kg - - 1 311 786 

Source: created by author 
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Figure 32. Costs comparison for Frihamnen and Norvik  scenarios 
Source: created by author 

 

 

Figure 33. CO2 emissions comparison for Frihamnen and Norvik  scenarios 
Source: created by author 
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6. Conclusions and discussion  

The Frihamnen-Norvik case scenario demonstrates that unimodal transportation from the ports located 
in the urban area may be competitive with well-planned CESS-terminals intermodal transportation 
from the ports located outside urban area.  

In case of unimodal transportation when port is positioned outside the urban area, the costs for road 
transportation increase significantly due to the fact that the main demand is still located in the same 
urban area (in the compared scenarios they were doubled). Additionally emissions connected with the 
road haulage change proportionally with increase in transportation distances. 

If the decision is taken to move the port outside the urban area it is observed that intermodal 
transportation become profitable compare to the unimodal option (Table 9, Figure 32). The break-even 
distance shall be shortened by decrease in terminal transshipment costs. Additionally it may be 
influenced by implementation of road taxes, as it was calculated that unimodal transportation produce 
noticeably higher emissions than intermodal transport. Although the emission part of the analysis may 
strongly vary from country to country, as the electricity generated for railway transportation comes 
from different types of power stations. 

This study included analysis of only one specific port location. Transport network analyzed under this 
case study has its geographical, infrastructural and operation peculiarities and level of their influence 
on the final results is hard to estimate under the scope of this thesis. The positioning of the CESS 
terminals was completed with accordance to the central place theory, which stated that analyzed area 
shall have no obstacles and restrictions for transportation:  it shall be flat, homogeneous, unbounded 
limitless surface with an evenly distributed population. This is an abstract space and exists nowhere. 
For each case analyzed, manual corrections shall be done to the model developed under the theory 
with accordance to the real landscape and population distribution pictures.  

Additional to this, scrupulous demand analysis and field observations shall be done to examine the 
suitable terminal positioning. These issues may be developed further and investigated in the future 
studies. 

 



7. Appendixes 

Appendix I. Cargo turnover of the biggest ports in the region, 2014 

 

Source: created by author, based on the [4] 



Appendix II. Cost and CO2 calculations for Frihamnen scenario 

Frihamnen 
1. Rail cost calculation 

Conventional 
Terminals Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg –

Frihamnen-Årsta) 
Loop + 
Shuttle 

CESS 
Terminals 

Mälaren 
loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg –

Frihamnen-Årsta) 
Loop + 
Shuttle 

Cost 
(SEK/TEU-km) 1,27 3,78 - Cost 

(SEK/TEU-km) 1,27 3,78 - 

CO2 emission, 
(kg /TEU-km) 0,0033 0,0033 - CO2 emission, 

(kg/TEU-km) 0,0033 0,0033 - 

Total cost, SEK 2 323 146 1 504 629 3 827 775 Total cost, SEK 1 984 590 3 655 304 5 639 894 

Total CO2, kg 6 037 1 314 7 350 Total CO2, kg 5 157 3 191 8 348 

2. Transshipment cost calculation 

Transshipment 
Technology 

Cost / Unit 
Load (SEK) 

 
Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg –

Frihamnen-Årsta) 
Loop + Shuttle  

Conventional 
Terminal 268 9 385 896 1 915 128 11 301 024   

CESS Terminal 
Light Combi 159 3 822 837 2 881 875 6 704 712   

CESS Terminal  
CCT 106 2 548 558 1 921 250 4 469 808   

CO2 - 
Emissions 

CO2 / Unit 
Load (KG) 

 
Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg –

Frihamnen-Årsta) 
Loop + Shuttle  

Conventional 
Terminal 4,5 157 599 32 157 189 756   

CESS Terminal 
- LightCombi 1,7 40 873 30 813 71 686   

CESS Terminal  
- CCT 0,3 7 213 5 438 12 650   

3. Road cost calculation 

Conventional 
Terminal Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg –

Frihamnen-Årsta) 
Loop + 
Shuttle CESS Terminal Mälaren 

loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg –

Frihamnen-Årsta) 
Loop + 
Shuttle 

Cost (TEU-km) 3,85 3,85 3,85 Cost (TEU-km) 3,85 3,85 3,85 

CO2 emission, 
(kg /TEU-km) 0,297 0,297 0,297 CO2 emission , 

(kg /TEU-km) 0,297 0,297 0,297 

Total cost, SEK 3 412 730 658 021 4 070 751 Total cost, SEK 1 650 219 897 042 2 547 261 

Total CO2, kg 263 268 50 762 314 029 Total CO2, kg 127 303 69 200 196 503 

Source: created by author



Appendix III. Cost and CO2 calculations for Norvik scenario 

Norvik 
1. Rail cost calculation 

Conventional 
Terminal Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg -

Norvik) 

Loop 
+ Shuttle CESS Terminals Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg -

Norvik) 

Loop 
+ Shuttle 

Cost 
(SEK/TEU-km) 1,27 3,78 - Cost 

(SEK/TEU-km) 1,27 3,78 - 

CO2 emission, 
(kg /TEU-km) 0,0033 0,0033 - CO2 emission, 

(kg /TEU-km) 0,0033 0,0033 - 

Total cost, SEK 5 428 961 4 057 217 9 486 178 Total cost, SEK 3 985 515 6 767 484 10 752 999 

Total CO2, kg 14 107 3 542 17 649 Total CO2, kg 10 356 5 908 16 264 

2. Transshipment cost calculation 

Transshipment 
Technology 

Cost / Unit 
Load (SEK) Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg -

Norvik) 
Loop + Shuttle Sum  

Conventional 
Terminal 268 9 354 808 1 946 216 11 301 024  
CESS Terminal 
Light Combi 159 3 473 514 3 231 198 6 704 712  
CESS Terminal  
CCT 106 2 315 676 2 154 132 4 469 808  

CO2 - 
Emissions 

CO2 / Unit 
Load (KG) 

 
Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg -

Norvik) 
Loop + Shuttle Sum  

Conventional 
Terminal 4,5 157 077 32 679 189 756  
CESS Terminal 
LightCombi 1,7 37 138 34 547 71 686  
CESS Terminal  
- CCT 0,3 6 554 6 097 12 650  

3. Road cost calculation 

Conventional 
Terminal Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg -

Norvik) 

Loop 
+ Shuttle CESS Terminals Mälaren loop 

Port shuttle 
(Rosersberg -

Norvik) 

Loop 
+ Shuttle 

Cost 
(SEK/TEU-km)) 3,85 3,85 3,85 Cost 

(SEK/TEU-km)) 3,85 3,85 3,85 

CO2 emission, 
(kg /TEU-km) 0,297 0,297 0,297 CO2 emission, 

(kg /TEU-km) 0,297 0,297 0,297 

Total cost, SEK 3 423 690 676 042 4 099 732 Total cost, SEK 1 656 107 888 668 2 544 774 

Total CO2, kg 264 113 52 152 316 265 Total CO2, kg 127 757 68 554 196 311 

Source: created by author 
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Appendix IV. Terminals turnover, UL 

Frihamnen Norvik 
Conventional 

Terminal UL CESS Terminal UL Conventional 
Terminal UL CESS Terminal UL 

Katrineholm 416 Katrineholm 183 Katrineholm 416 Katrineholm 183 
Södertälje 3 042 Södertälje 1 628 Södertälje 2 949 Södertälje 1 628 
Årsta 16 611 Årsta 3 446 Årsta 20 515 Årsta 3 434 
Västerås 2 234 Västerås 1 385 Västerås 2 234 Västerås 1 385 
Eskilstuna 1 693 Eskilstuna 1 106 Eskilstuna 1 693 Eskilstuna 1 106 
Hallsberg 142 Hallsberg 142 Hallsberg 142 Hallsberg 142 
Örebro 251 Örebro 215 Örebro 251 Örebro 215 
Rosersberg 7 146 Rosersberg 6 990 Rosersberg 7 262 Rosersberg 6 990 
Bro 4 411 Bro 2 948 Bro 4 411 Bro 2 948 
Frihamnen 6 222 Frihamnen 2 982 Norvik 2 295 Norvik 2 295 

Flen 245 Flen 245 
    Valskog 420     Valskog 420 
    Tomteboda 2 874     Tomteboda 3 664 
    Lunda 3 540     Lunda 3 542 
    Tumba 5 310     Tumba 5 303 
    Enköping 644     Enköping 644 
    Jordbro 7 689     Jordbro 7 603 
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